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Editorial

I

Philosophy as Performance

referred last week to a new trend or a movement
which calls itself ‘Performative Philosophy’ but
did not elaborate on it. It is a movement within
the performative arts (theatre and dance mainly, but
it also includes films, photography and the plastic
arts.). The movement now has its own professorship
in a good university and it is busy building a network
of artists and philosophers who are concerned with
the connection between the two practices. It may be
safe to say that the main concern is the dependence
of performative arts on philosophy and the lack
of interest in philosophy in the cognitive (or noncognitive) content of performative arts, in spite of the
interest in the relationship between philosophy and
films and the slight exploration of the relationship
between philosophy and music (as demonstrated by
a course on Wagner and Philosophy, and Marxism
and Music. The interest in philosophy and fiction,
generally, is older and has been recently revived by
a course on Proust and philosophy.
All this is not a replacement for philosophy nor an
attempt to turn the performative arts philosophical
but a call to make philosophy applicable to daily
issues and an invitation to the performative arts
to become more serious and demand more than
entertainment from their audience. The possibility
of enriching philosophy and performative arts by
gaining mutual understanding is beneficial to both
but it needs an open mindedness in both camps.
But it has to be kept in mind that philosophy as a
discipline has a certain way of dealing with matters
discussed in this field and the performative arts are
not ideological lessons to be forced on the audience.
There is a simple reason for this and that is to give
performative art its dignity so as not to be subservient
to (some call it parasitic on) philosophy and for
philosophy not to lose its vigour of argumentation. It
is these demarcations of boundaries that motivated

Plato to expel the poets from his Republic. It is
also the worry that motivated Frege to exclude the
psychological from the logical.
Philosophy is at its best when it does its ‘metadiscourse’ on the arts. Take Nietzsche’s analysis
of Greek life and tragedies. His theory that Greek
tragedies were built on music is a remarkable
one, for its relevance to European culture in the
nineteenth century and the possibility, as he saw it,
of regeneration of its spirit through music. His dream
of ‘artistic Socrates’ is very close to the dream of the
leading figures of performative philosophy. What
he objected to is that the performative arts become
subservient to Socrates. His whole philosophical
approach of talking directly to the emotions of the
reader rather than sustained argument with welldefined premises and conclusions is a good example
of how philosophy could be performative. The
presence and primacy of the body in his philosophy
is a remarkable turn in philosophy that would be
revived again in phenomenology.
The philosophical scene is changing in a world
that is rapidly changing. But it again safe to say
that certain philosophical traditions are more open
to these changes than others due to many factors.
French philosophy, for example, has a great
interest in the performative arts, especially in the
last century. Analytical philosophy is lacking in
this respect. But the very methodology of French
philosophy is different from analytical philosophy
and is close enough to literature and the performative
arts. However, there is now more plurality of
philosophical views and less rigid boundaries that
may be enough to allow a fruitful dialogue between
philosophy and the performative arts to take place.
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Philosophy

Truth And Knowledge
Rudolph Steiner and Objectivity
What is involved in the process of knowledge? Kant dealt with this issue
through his idea of the joining of concepts and intuition (data). Fichte thought
knowledge is the activity of the ‘I’. However, Fichte put all the emphasis on
subjectivity. Steiner criticized both Kant and Fichte and presented a theory that
gives objectivity its right place in the process of knowledge.

WILLIAM BISHOP

A

ny knowledge that claims to be true must
be based on the foundations of a credible
theory of knowledge. Epistemology is
therefore of central importance in philosophy.
Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason raised a lively
awareness of epistemology in the late eighteenth
century and his philosophy sparked vigorous
debate among detractors and enthusiastic followers
alike. An interesting epistemological reaction
was from the Idealist thinker, Fichte, who in his,
Science and Knowledge produced a theory based
on the assertion of the ‘I’. Subsequently Rudolf
Steiner observed a shortcoming in Fichte’s theory
although there was much he could happily endorse.
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While still a youth, Rudolf Steiner read Kant and
critically disagreed with the limitation Kant placed
on knowledge. In 1891, at the age of thirty, Steiner
presented his thoughts on epistemology in a thesis
for which he was awarded a doctorate. This was
published in 1892 as Truth and Knowledge. In
this thesis Steiner made the point that a theory
of knowledge should contain no presuppositions
and begin in an unbiased way with what is given
to perception. In terms of nature this would be
the given world-picture, which consists of the
given data presented to the senses combined with
its associated concept (thought-form). Reality
for Steiner consisted of this combination but in
order to cognize it consciousness had to split the
combination apart and then the thinking process
related them by attributing the associated concept
to the given raw data. According to Steiner this is
the only way that knowledge is possible, created
as it is within human consciousness. He argued
that Kant’s theory of knowledge is based on
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presuppositions (a priori determinations), which
affect the outcome and validity of the knowledge.
In response to Kant the philosophy of Fichte,
Schelling and Hegel ignored Kant’s limits to
knowledge but Steiner regarded their projects
to have failed because they did not have a clear
underlying epistemology. From his point of view a
‘properly understood’ theory of knowledge would
lead to ‘Objective Idealism’.
As a scientific study of cognition, epistemology
should make no presuppositions, and while Kant’s
Critique of Pure Reason is comprehensive in its
repetition of all previous attempts at epistemology,
it makes prior judgments, whereas for Steiner the
starting point for knowledge had to be experience
(of the object). Kant assumes that we need
other means of gaining knowledge than through
experience. For Steiner an epistemology should
work back to the starting point of cognition
where there are no assumptions built in which
subsequently affect the content. If an epistemology
starts free from knowledge it would start from
the ‘directly given’ data so that the first act of
cognition is organizing this picture into entities.
This happens automatically so that the unmediated
starting point cannot be experienced since it
exists prior to cognition. This is because the first
cognition already contains a predicate and this has
to be recognized critically so that the ‘given’ and
the ‘known’ are distinguished from each other.
The activity of cognition is to permeate the given
world-picture with concepts and ideas by means
of thinking. A law then arises from the actual
relationships. The fact that the concept and the

given data available to the senses is combined
in the initial act of cognition suggests that they
belong together and the act of cognition unites
them, which to begin with are given to the act of
cognition as separated from each other. Therefore
the given world-picture becomes complete only
through that other indirect kind of given which
is brought to it by thinking. What knowledge
we have rests on the fact that world-content is
originally given to us in incomplete form but
possesses another essential aspect apart from what
is directly present. This second aspect is given
by thinking where the thought-form comprises
categories. These categories or determinations
represent the organizing principle.
‘Consciousness as a reality exists only if it
produces itself,’ says Steiner. Cognition separates
the union of given data and concept because
it cannot grasp their union without separating
them. Consciousness divides the two and the
only way it can arrive at full reality is by an act
of cognition. Fichte thought that only a theory of
consciousness could provide the foundation for
knowledge, but the fundamental mistake made in
his Science of Knowledge is that he thought that
the ‘I’ should actively supply the concept to the
given. It was Steiner’s view that the process was a
free act relying on the inherent underlying lawful
relationships within knowledge. Steiner quotes
Fichte as follows:

‘He who observes the ‘I’ while it constructs,
sees the foundation of the finished worldpicture; he knows the means by which it has
come into being … This science presupposes
a completely new inner sense organ, through
which a new world is revealed which does not
exist for the ordinary man at all.’
In response Steiner remarks that even the acutest
thinker cannot successfully contribute to any
field of knowledge if he is unable to come to the
right thought-form (category, idea) which then
supplemented by the given, constitutes reality:
‘When the directly given and the thoughtform belonging to it are united by the ‘I’
in the process of cognition, then the union
of these two elements of reality – which
otherwise would forever remain separated in
consciousness – can only take place through
a free act.’
Steiner claims that his theory of knowledge supplies
the foundation for true Idealism. It establishes
the conviction that in thinking the essence of the
world is mediated. Through thinking, relationships
become manifest:
‘In thinking alone the element is given which
determines all things in their relations to one
another. The ‘I’ ceases to be seen as something
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Philosophy
separated from the external world when the
world is permeated by thinking.’
Steiner’s theory of knowledge therefore unites
empiricism and rationalism at a higher level:
empiricism with its need for contact with the
‘given’, and rationalism in thinking as the mediator
of knowledge.
‘The very nature of knowledge,’ says Steiner,
‘is that the world foundation, which is not to
be found as such in objective reality, is present
in it. Our knowledge – pictorially expressed –
is a gradual, living penetration into the world’s
foundation.’
This theory of knowledge also applies to morality.
As Steiner says:

‘The most important problem of all human
thinking is to understand man as a free
personality, whose very foundation is himself.’
Whenever something takes place in the world two
things must be distinguished: the external course
the event follows in space and time, and the inner
law ruling it. To recognize this law in human
conduct is simply a special instance of cognition.
This means that the insight gained concerning the
nature of knowledge must be applicable here as
well. To carry out a deed ruled by a law that lies
within the one who brings it about, is a deed done
in freedom. To recognize the laws of one’s deeds
means to become conscious of one’s own freedom;
so the process of knowledge is the process of
development toward freedom. This is where
Fichte’s ‘completely new sense organ’ could come
in.

O B I T U A RY

Mary Midgley
A lifetime in Philosophy
Whilst working on the current issue, the sad
news arrived of the death of the philosopher
Mary Midgley. We will publish a full article on
her work in the following issues. Meanwhile,
here is a summary of her life and achievement
from Wikipedia:
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‘Mary Beatrice Midgley (3 September 1919 - 11 October 2018) was a British moral philosopher. She was a Senior Lecturer in Philosophy at Newcastle University and was known
for her work on science, ethics and animal rights. She wrote her first book, Beast and Man
(1978), when she was in her fifties. She has since written over 15 other books, including Animals and Why They Matter (1983), Wickedness (1984), The Ethical Primate (1994), Evolution as a Religion (1985), and Science as Salvation (1992). She has been awarded honorary
doctorates by Durham and Newcastle universities. Her autobiography, The Owl of Minerva,
was published in 2005.
Midgley strongly opposed reductionism and scientism, and any attempts to make science
a substitute for the humanities—a role for which it is, she argued, wholly inadequate. She
has written extensively about what philosophers can learn from nature, particularly from
animals.’
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Art

‘Thinking’

by the Iraqi Artist
Mohamed Mustafa Kamal
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Science and the Future of Mankind
Paul Cockburn wrote the following article as a schoolboy. It was based on a speech

on the impact of technology on society given by Dr. Ralph Lincoln at his school. In
a second article (to follow) he looks at developments since the 1960s and current

H

technological issues.

ow will science and technology affect
our lives in the future? We must try and
predict whether the advance of technology
will be for the good of mankind. Will science
produce a world such as Aldous Huxley’s Brave
New World? This is a world completely dominated
by science. Humans are produced in a factory and
conditioned to do a particular job in life. They have
no choice in the matter, but they are only happy
living their particular type of life, because of their
conditioning. Human life has thus degenerated to a
society similar to that of the bees. Yet everyone in
this world is happy, the people have no worries, and
all the pleasure they want. But this world is wrong
in our eyes, because it is synthetic, unreal and has
no point. It stops progress, worships stability, and
tries to disregard the human individual.

6

And yet is not this the sort of world that science is
leading us to? Huxley’s Brave New World became
possible because of the progress of science but
required a social revolution as well. This is
because it must be the decision of human beings
to abolish individuality and freedom. This may
seem very unlikely – but in Brave New World this
step was taken by the ruling classes so that they
could maintain stability, happiness and their own
individuality, whilst having absolute power over
the working classes, who had no desire to ‘better’
themselves.
The developed world will become more and
more automated and computerized. Science and
technology will form an ever-increasing part of
our lives. But no-one can predict what will be the
effect of this rapid advance in technology: we can
only guess. Applied science has made incredible
progress in the last fifty years and will expand
much more in the future. But the techniques of
living in a human community, the analysis of
human society and the correction of its faults have
The Wednesday
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remained practically stagnant. Little seems to have
been done since More’s Utopia.
The scientist’s analysis of these social problems,
as displayed in sociology and psychology,
neglects the human and philosophical side. From
his statistics, he assumes that most working class
people will vote Labour, or makes some other
generalization, and neglects the exceptions, or the
individuals, who do not. He is taking the ‘norm’, or
average standard, and disregarding the outstanding
or exceptional. His analysis is thus not very useful.
This is only one example of the shortcomings of
science. Most people are not nearly so interested
in say a nuclear particle accelerator as they are in
why vandals act in the way they do, or the faults
inherent in our society. For scientists, it is the other
way round, and so they may have their priorities
wrong. When analyzing a problem, a scientist
tends to see only the scientific side, and neglects
the human side. Again, most scientists believe the
pursuit of all knowledge justifies itself. Now wars
can be fought using horrific chemical weapons.
Although these weapons are illegal they are being
used. In the extreme Doomsday machines such
as nuclear weapons could wipe out life on our
planet. Some then proceed to justify these pursuits
by saying that if ‘they did not do it, somebody
else would’. This is a poor argument in terms of
morality. Because of their shortcomings, scientists
should not play a large part in governing our
world. But some sort of happy medium must be
struck; it would be disastrous to estrange scientists
from society, a trend which now seems to be taking
place.
The sudden advance in technology which is
occurring now will produce economic and social
changes unprecedented in their rapidity, finality
and completeness. Existing patterns of life

will change, and new patterns will have to be
improvised. They will not change gradually in the
course of a long period of time, as they have done
previously; they will be forced quickly on us by the
new technology. Scientists will prepare, through
technology, the bed on which mankind must lie,
and if mankind does not fit, that is just too bad
for mankind. Few scientists will realize the bad
consequences of an automated society, because
they are veiled by the obvious material gain and
comfort technology provides. Thus, mankind will,
at the hands of the scientists, have to adapt to
science, and instead of science serving mankind,
mankind will serve science. In ‘Brave New World’
science has completely conquered mankind. But
the horror of ‘Brave New World’ adds more
dimensions when we realize these great social
changes produced by the new technology will
enable a dramatic centralization of government to
take place. Since these changes are taking place
now, might it not be wise to listen to those who
say that our ‘democratic’ government is in fact
totalitarian?
There are three recognizable dangers we must
face. The aim of technology is to produce a better

standard of living, and because of this the world
will become more materialistic, and more of a
rat race. Although the penalty for failure may be
lessened, this increase in materialism will bring out
the bad side of human nature. Society will become
based on materialistic values, and not good human
or spiritual ones.
Secondly the scientific advances about to be made
in biology, artificial intelligence, psychology and
sociology must be controlled with great care.
They concern the advance of science with respect
to the human individual, and one fact must be
remembered – science exists to serve mankind, not
mankind science.
Thirdly, governments must be decentralized, and
applied science used as the means to produce a
race of free individuals, continually striving for
perfection.
In the far future, as I see it, science may either have
helped to produce freedom for the individual, or it
may have destroyed the individual. The choice is
obvious, but will mankind take the right path, or
even recognize the danger?
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Poetry and Art

A Tart Remark
A tart remark
extinguished her, there was
this sunlit absence,
his fingers scuffled
over the drawing board,
its white background
sent a reflection of brilliance
against her like a shield,
to where she stood
still not holding the candle
to him, to his wits,
his superior eloquence,
as she was shrinking
in silence, a wilted
violet losing its scent.
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That’s when he spoke again,
very slowly and in a low tone
nearly inaudible,
while his pen made a scraping noise
emulating the shape of her eyes,
and the gentle curve of her lip.
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His words fell like ink blobs
onto her face and gradually dissolved
blotting out its contours.

Poem and Artwork by Scharlie Meeuws
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The Ontology of Art: Six Submissions
1. Poet to Painter

‘It must be abstract’, as the poet said.
No painting, pot or sculpture makes the grade.
What use have we for Plato’s painted bed?
Our poetry takes wing as soon as read,
Like Yeats’s body-soul to music swayed:
‘It must be abstract’, as the poet said.
So many kinds of mishap they must dread
Who ply the painter’s, not the poet’s trade.
What use have we for Plato’s painted bed?

CHRIS NORRIS

Our art alone has wherewithal to shed
The sorts of stuff that crumble, crack, and fade.
‘It must be abstract’, as the poet said.
‘No things but in ideas’ we say, instead
Of ‘things first’, like the Imagist brigade.
What use have we for Plato’s painted bed?
No eye so keen but bids we use our head
Lest we repeat the same mistake they made:
‘It must be abstract’, as the poet said.
Let’s grant he saw it standing there, that red
Wheelbarrow; still no conjuring the shade.
What use have we for Plato’s painted bed?
Though some may ask themselves ‘whither is fled
The visionary gleam?’, they’re self-betrayed:
‘It must be abstract’, as the poet said.
It’s that crude picture-theory must have led
Them to seek out the painter’s accolade.
What use have we for Plato’s painted bed?
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Ut pictura poesis: if they’re fed
That line it’s thinking’s role that’s underplayed:
‘It must be abstract’, as the poet said.
Plain false that poetry goes best if wed
To picture-words that call a spade a spade.
What use have we for Plato’s painted bed?
‘It must be abstract’, as the poet said.
The Wednesday
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2. Painter to Poet

Don’t kid yourself: words perish soon enough.
Fine-tune them as you may, they’ll not endure.
Each vowel-shift says it’s all just language-stuff.
They give way when the going gets too rough,
When mere diachrony leaves sense unsure.
Don’t kid yourself: words perish soon enough.
Each change of usage calls the poet’s bluff;
Your tricks of form afford no lasting cure.
Each vowel-shift says it’s all just language-stuff.
If the best rhymes turn up right off the cuff
Then classic-talk’s a trifle premature.
Don’t kid yourself: words perish soon enough.
Best take my words to heart, however tough
The gist: reject that old Platonic lure!
Each vowel-shift says it’s all just language-stuff.
Let’s get this right: not sheer linguistic fluff,
Your poems, but semantically impure.
Don't kid yourself: words perish soon enough.
Inverted Platonism’s just a puff
For goods displayed in every verse-brochure.
Each vowel-shift says it’s all just language-stuff.
Why take what I say as a rude rebuff
And cling to errant thoughts you’d best abjure?
Don’t kid yourself: words perish soon enough.

11

Else you may find the truth is apt to snuff
Out every bright star in your quadrature.
Each vowel-shift says it’s all just language-stuff.
Don’t kid yourself: words perish soon enough.
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3. Composer to Poet
They got it right, the tribe of Mallarmé.
They saw that music was the Holy Grail.
Let sound and form shape content as they may.
Wagner’s Gesamtkunstwerk’s the only way;
French Symbolism on a vaster scale.
They got it right, the tribe of Mallarmé.
Though poets have some splendid things to say
Their splendour fades along the language-trail.
Let sound and form shape content as they may.
Our works endure while words of yours are prey
To time and its semantic car-boot sale.
They got it right, the tribe of Mallarmé.
It’s form alone that keeps the threat at bay,
Plus meanings too precise for words to nail;
Let sound and form shape content as they may.
This year's trouvaille becomes next year's cliché
As poets fashion words to no avail.
They got it right, the tribe of Mallarmé.
They got it right because all words decay
And so refute the poet’s’ fairy-tale.
‘Let sound and form shape content as they may’,
The Symbolist agenda went, but they
Were poets, stuck with words, so sure to fail.
They got it right, the tribe of Mallarmé.
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Maybe his flower, ‘absente de tous bouquets’,
Already bore a fragrance slightly stale.
Let sound and form shape content as they may.
That’s why our notes have something to convey
Of what’s beyond the poet's language-gaol.
They got it right, the tribe of Mallarmé;
Let sound and form shape content as they may.
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4. Poet to Composer
Why think our art aspires to form alone,
That abstract music from a distant sphere?
Let thought, speech, music jointly set the tone.
Much better we should occupy a zone
This side of any mystical frontier.
Why think our art aspires to form alone?
If music’s what requires that we disown
Form’s debt to living speech, the lesson’s clear:
Let thought, speech, music jointly set the tone.
Take formal purity as sole touchstone
Of truth, and chances are you’ve a tin ear.
Why think our art aspires to form alone?
Verse-forms may probe the limits of the known
So long as all co-drivers stay in gear:
Let thought, speech, music jointly set the tone.
Put spatial form in charge and you’ll be prone,
Like Mallarmé, to have the linkage shear.
Why think our art aspires to form alone?
It’s when the music-talk gets too high-flown
Or theory-hooked that poems disappear:
Let thought, speech, music jointly set the tone.
Tough luck for theorists once their cover’s blown
And they’ve no compass-points by which to steer.
Why think our art aspires to form alone?
No help from that direction if you’ve thrown
All else away in quest of one Idea.
Let thought, speech, music jointly set the tone.
Best not convince yourself that you’ve outgrown
All that while boldly bringing up the rear:
Why think our art aspires to form alone?
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Else it’s odds-on you’ll turn out one more clone
Of Mallarmé, to cap your verse-career.
Let thought, speech, music jointly set the tone;
Why think our art aspires to form alone?
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5. Painter to Composer

Hear how the rags of time hang on each note.
To every melody they clutch and cling.
For future ravages, what antidote?
No use those endless labours you devote
To master-scores that notate everything:
Hear how the rags of time hang on each note.
Just play the piece again, and what you wrote
Sounds as if processed via the I Ching.
For future ravages, what antidote?
Though music won the Auden prize as (quote)
An art of ‘pure contraption’, here’s the sting:
Hear how the rags of time hang on each note.
We drift down-river on a leaky boat,
Us two, and cannot know what time may bring.
For future ravages, what antidote?
So if it’s on such shifting tides we float
Then risk attends your every tonal fling.
Hear how the rags of time hang on each note.
Still, it’s no wish of mine to get your goat
By voicing truths with all too harsh a ring.
For future ravages, what antidote?
Just that our twin arts share the asymptote
Of things whose Fall’s prefigured in their Spring:
Hear how the rags of time hang on each note.
Let's have no more of doctrines that promote
Keats’ ‘ditties of no tone’ no voice can sing.
For future ravages, what antidote?
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That’s where you get it wrong: through your turncoat
Desire that sense-appeal play second string.
Hear how the rags of time hang on each note.
You think this adds a bit more puff to bloat
The culture-stock of all that music-bling:
For future ravages, what antidote?
But that’s a thought you’ve likely got by rote
To elevate your latest offering.
See how the rags of time hang on each note;
For future ravages, what antidote?
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6. Composer to Painter
No rivalry where no horizons meet.
It's hybrid forms conflict, not thoroughbred.
How judge where isolation’s so complete?
The critics think there must be bounds to beat
But will keep mixing predicates instead.
No rivalry where no horizons meet.
See how their phrasing half-admits defeat:
An art of ‘form in motion’, Hanslick said.
How judge where isolation’s so complete?
When you and I survey the balance-sheet
It’s whole ontologies go head-to-head:
No rivalry where no horizons meet.
If those fool commentators think to treat
It as some petty feud, then they’re misled:
How judge where isolation’s so complete?
Granted, I'm not immune to the conceit
Of ‘music first!’, but just take that as read:
No rivalry where no horizons meet.
Say ‘painting first!’ and I’ll turn up the heat,
Though really it’s a habit I’d best shed:
How judge where isolation’s so complete?
Read Lessing and he’ll tell you how discrete
Are static arts from those with time-line spread.
No rivalry where no horizons meet.
Maybe we’d render warfare obsolete
If we could just put art-world tiffs to bed.
How judge where isolation’s so complete?
Small hope of that: no truce so bittersweet
As that which comes when pseudo-feuds go dead.
No rivalry where no horizons meet.
Ontology’s the safest place to greet
Those in whose service once you struck or bled:
How judge where isolation’s so complete?
Still – see above – these contretemps are meat
And drink for those to their own art close-wed.
‘No rivalry where no horizons meet’
Is none the less a slogan to repeat,
As here, when partisans start seeing red.
How judge where isolation’s so complete?
No rivalry where no horizons meet.
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Poetic Reflections

Autumn Trees

Final days of laughing swirling green;
then briefly, copper leaves hide
the gnarled black bones of winter.
Gentle evening light splinters through
the branches; spilling a golden hue.
Autumn’s heady heat melts my mind,
fades my memory, dulling the sharp edges
of those lingering fears, calming away
all the still-to-come.
Present’s liquid warmth pervades
my soul’s cavities, lifting shadows.
For now, winter’s solemn face
assumes a kindly smile.

David Burridge
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